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Over the past 14 years, Alabama Launchpad has served as a keystone to the entrepreneurial ecosystem 
across the state. When I joined the Economic Development Partnership of Alabama in June 2020, I knew 
this year would be no exception. 

2020 has tested our resilience, courage, and ability to adapt. But, of course, who better than entrepreneurs 
to see a host of opportunities in the challenges? It is certainly Alabama’s innovators who give us all a great 
sense of hope for our state moving toward a brighter future.

Year after year, cycle after cycle, we are continually inspired by the talent and passion displayed by 
entrepreneurs across Alabama. Inside this report, you’ll learn about the myriad of problems our Alabama 
Launchpad winners have chosen to tackle. With the mentorship of judges and the expertise of our partners, 
Alabama Launchpad provides a space for collaboration and camaraderie that elevates innovation across 
our state. Our partners, like ADECA and the Department of Commerce, allow the Alabama Launchpad 
program to foster entrepreneurship and position Alabama as a growing innovation hub.

I invite you to learn more about our year at Alabama Launchpad—one of growth, one of perseverance, and 
above all, one of innovation. We’re proud to reach 15 years, and we look forward to continuing our tradition 
of providing value and support to Alabama’s most promising entrepreneurs.

Greg Barker
President, EDPA

We’ve helped put 100 startup companies on the map. And they’ve returned the favor.
Over the last 15 years, Alabama Launchpad pitch competitions have helped 100 worthy companies not only get off the ground, but add 
jobs, revenue, economic momentum, and energy across the entire state.
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Seed Stage Winner: CerFlux
Cerflux is a Birmingham-based biotech company on a mission to #crushcancer through 
medical technology that tests the efficacy of different treatments on a patient - outside 
the body. The goal is to identify the best approach to treat each patient on a personalized, 
individual basis.  After taking home the concept stage title in Cycle 1 2019, they came back 
to Alabama Launchpad after a year of growth and won the seed stage competition!

Concept Winner: Acclinate Genetics
In both science and business, the lack of inclusion of diverse voices is a problem. But the concept stage winner, 
Acclinate Genetics, a digital health company educating and engaging diverse individuals to make informed 
decisions about genomic research and clinical trial participation, is increasing representation for minorities in 
medical research and in entrepreneurship.

Cycle 1 - Pitch Finale Winners

“Alabama Launchpad is the engine that’s going to help keep the Alabama economy growing and keep 
our small business ecosystem thriving here in our state.” Rashada Leroy, CEO, LRY Media Group

The first cycle of the year kicked off the Alabama Launchpad competition on a high.  The finale, hosted in the state capital, Montgomery, was a lively 
event, bringing together political, startup, and corporate leaders to celebrate innovation in Alabama.  With Acclinate Genetics as the concept winner, and 
CerFlux winning Launchpad for the second time, this time as the seed stage winner, we were able to celebrate a host of startups committed to starting, 
staying, and growing here in our state.

“Alabama Launchpad is a phenomenal opportunity to see and experience 
what innovators are doing in our state.” Michael Kelso, Founder, Vitalnotes

Cycle 1 Judges
Will Bryant: Quantalytix (Birmingham) • Robert Sbrissa: OpenText (Birmingham)
Shannon Spotswood: RFG Advisory (Birmingham) • Martha Underwood: ExecutivEstrogen & BBVA (Birmingham)

Cycle 2 - Virtual Pitch Winners
Just as entrepreneurs must, Alabama Launchpad pivoted from our plans to host 
our second cycle of 2020 in Mobile to our first-ever virtual finale!  With the utmost 
precautions due to the onset of COVID-19, the EDPA office transformed into a studio for 
live production and streamed the event through Facebook Live. We welcomed seven 
startups to compete in front of a panel of four judges.  In the end, Moxie IoT and Field 
Culture Compost came out on top this cycle!

Concept Winner: Field Culture Compost
Field Culture Compost, based in Bessemer, is Alabama’s first community-scale compost
company: consumers put in their leftover food and they “recycle” it into valuable, nutrient-rich 
compost to use for more growing! They are using Launchpad funds to acquire their commercial 
license and establish partnerships with companies, like breweries, with waste to offer, and 
customers, such as farms looking for compost.

Seed Stage Winner: Moxie IoT
Moxie IoT, based out of the DEFT Dynamics Startup Studio, is a team of hardware and software 
engineers who produce custom-designed IOT (“Internet of Things”) solutions, creating a network 
of interconnected objects to exchange data. They have focused on the industrial space, where 
their products can help large-scale customers save costs and improve efficiency.

Cycle 2 Judges
Hobart King: JPMorgan Chase (Birmingham) • Ryan Robinett: Multiply (Birmingham)
John Strada: City of Mobile Innovation Team (Mobile) • Shella Sylla: Sister Golf (Birmingham)



Cycle 3 - Reignite Alabama Winners

Since its effects were first felt, the COVID-19 pandemic has presented entrepreneurs 
throughout Alabama with an opportunity to use their creativity and innovation to enact 
positive change. To answer that opportunity, Alabama Launchpad hosted its COVID-19 
response competition, Reignite Alabama, to encourage hope and innovation for
entrepreneurs. Unlike any competition before, we asked competitors to respond
to four questions:

• How do we use innovation to enjoy our lifestyles again?
• How do we make our healthcare centers in both rural/urban centers and the 
workforce more resilient and adaptable?
• How do we use this opportunity to reinvent education?
• How do we optimize Alabama’s industrial sectors for efficiency and safety?

Reignite Alabama harnessed the entrepreneurial spirit in Alabama to answer these
questions and beyond, allowing innovation efforts to create positive change for our state.

Lifestyle - Motion Mobs
Toward the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, MotionMobs, a data-driven software company, 
partnered with the Alabama Department of Public Health and the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham to create GuideSafe, a contract-tracing app for the state. They used Reignite 
Alabama funding to accelerate outreach to other states in need of contract-tracing software.

“This program is a true representation of the American and the Alabama spirit to beat the odds 
at a time when we need it most.” Governor Kay Ivey

Cycle 3 Reignite Judges - Lifestyle
Rashada LeRoy: LRY Media Group (Birmingham) • Tony Mauro: Meritt Strategic, LLC (Birmingham)
Lindsey Pattillo Keane: RCP Companies (Huntsville) • Scott Tindle: Think Bigger (Mobile)

Education - Safe Cops Stops
The Safe Cop Stops Project, based in Riverside, was created to help drivers better 
understand their rights and facilitate safer traffic stops when pulled over by police. The 
project, which will have both an educational campaign and a mobile app, aims to educate 
drivers and law enforcement of proper protocols, as well as allow for virtual witnesses to 
participate in traffic stop encounters.

Health - OBEX Health
Responding to the challenges of N95 mask shortages nationwide, the 
founder of Obex Health pivoted from his previous company to develop 
custom, 3D-printed, reusable face masks that improve both the fit and 
function of traditional masks preventing the spread of COVID-19.

Industry - Seamly
Huntsville-based Seamly is an open-source clothing pattern software that allows for customizing 
clothing patterns at scale for the custom tailoring industry. Impressively, Seamly has an existing 
customer base of thousands of users using the free product.

Cycle 3 Reignite Judges - Health
Anne-Laura Cook: VIVA Health (Birmingham) • Michael Kelso: Vitalnotes (Huntsville) • Kimberly McMurray: Behavioral Health Facility
Consulting (Tuscaloosa) • Sonia Robinson: BIO Alabama (Huntsville) • Amy Sturdivant: HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology (Huntsville)

Cycle 3 Reignite Judges - Industry
Matt Fitzgerald: Fitz-Thors Engineering (Birmingham) • Audrey Noonan: Airbus Group (Mobile)
John Wright: Coolbus (Birmingham) • PeggyLee Wright: The Company You Keep (Huntsville)

Cycle 3 Reignite Judges - Education
Dr. Victoria Hollis: Birmingham Education Foundation  (Birmingham) • Dr. Anthony C. Hood: UAB (Birmingham)
Dr. Philip Kovacs: Tango Tango (Madison) • Dr. Jeremiah Newell: Mobile Area Education Foundation (Mobile)



Cycle 4 Pitch Finale Winners

Seed Stage Winner: Conserv
After a concept stage win at imerge2019, Conserv won Alabama Launchpad with their 
comprehensive and preventative conservation tools for museums, archivists, and collections 
professionals. With several customers already acquired, Conserv is looking to scale rapidly 
and using Launchpad funding to hire team members who will fuel that growth.

Concept Winner: Lucid Living Solutions
Made by and for an entrepreneur who has experienced these obstacles, Lucid Living Solutions 
will provide an all-inclusive solution to monitor a loved one’s path to recovery from a substance 
use disorder by providing a digital platform that allows voluntary results from randomized drug 
monitoring. 

“I think the Alabama Launchpad competition has really provided a platform for fleshing out business 
ideas and for business ideas to become reality and benefit the communities. And that’s what it’s all 
about.” Lindsey Pattillo Keane, Marketing and Property Activation, RCP Companies

With our final competition of the year, our finale did not disappoint.  We were fortunate enough to be joined by leaders of the innovation and entrepreneurship 
space: Secretary of the Alabama Department of Commerce Greg Canfield praised the participants of Alabama Launchpad; Zeke Smith, EVP of Alabama Power 
Company shed optimism on the newly formed Alabama Innovation Commission; and serial entrepreneur Shegun Otulana shared his thoughts on the state of 
entrepreneurship in Alabama.  Seven startups from across the state took the stage to pitch their companies in our virtual event, with Conserv and Lucid Living 
Solutions taking home the prizes!

 Cycle 4 -Judges - Education
• Maggie Belshe: Endeavor (Birmingham) • Matt Pierce: Immediate (Birmingham) • Michelle Parvinrouh: Mobile Innovation Portal (Mobile) 
• Mike Stokes: Dynetics (Huntsville) • Darlene Wilson: RAM Firm (Birmingham)

2020 has brought the Alabama Launchpad program opportunities to experiment with outreach and widen our network virtually. With in-person events 
shutting down in March, our finale events transitioned to virtual platforms. We introduced Reignite Alabama, a COVID-19 response pitch competition, 
providing an arena for entrepreneurs to channel their efforts towards meeting the consequent challenges. The changes brought upon by 2020 has
propelled Launchpad to the successes featured below.

18,904
minutes streamed of

Alabama Launchpad’s
virtual finales

4,210
unique 3-second
views across all
virtual finales

12,103
estimated reach

audience across all
virtual finales

[Geographic Reach]
Overall, our audience members spanned across 20 states.

[Demographic Reach]
Alabama Launchpad competitions and programs engage 

the desirable 25-54 demographic.

“Launchpad has been a secret sauce in building the ecosystem to help 
create the right atmosphere for tech startups and entrepreneurs to 
launch their ideas and bring them to reality. The Alabama Department 
of Commerce is proud to be a part of and support this effort of taking 
Launchpad on a statewide basis because it has produced such great 
results.” Secretary of Commerce, Greg Canfield



Alabama Research Alliance/ADECA
Alabama Department of Commerce
Alabama A&M University
Auburn University

Rich Bielen – Protective Life Corporation
Kelly Caruso – Shipt
Mark A. Crosswhite, Board Chairman – Alabama Power Company
Angus Cooper III – Cooper/T. Smith
David J. Cooper – Cooper/T. Smith
G. Mack Dove – AAA Cooper Transportation
Reid Dove – AAA Cooper Transportation
Nathaniel Drummond – Drummond Company, Inc.
Michael Goebel – Mercedes-Benz U.S. International
Jay Gogue – Auburn University
M. James Gorrie – Brasfield & Gorrie, LLC
Joe Hampton – Spire
Billy L. Harbert – BL Harbert International, LLC
Greg Henderson – Southeast Gas
J. Thomas Hill – Vulcan Materials Company
Jim Hudson – HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology

Mike Kemp – KMS Management
John W. McCullough – Harbert Management Corporation
Harris V. Morrissette – China Doll/Dixie Lily Foods
Liz Pharo – Featheringill Capital
James H. Sanford – HOME Place Farms, Inc.
Gary L. Smith – PowerSouth Energy Cooperative
R. Lee Smith, Jr. – BBVA Compass
Thomas R. Stanton – ADTRAN, Inc.
Finis St. John, IV – The University of Alabama System
Michael D. Thompson – Thompson Tractor Company
John Turner, Jr. – Regions Financial Corporation
Tim Vines – Blue Cross Blue Shield of Alabama
Nick Willis – The PNC Financial Group
Jim Wilson, III – Jim Wilson and Associates, Inc.
Neill S. Wright – Liberty Bank

HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology
The University of Alabama
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Wells Fargo Foundation

Michael Chambers – Swift Biotech
Jim Hudson – HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology
Bob Powers –The Eufaula Agency
James H. Sanford, Board Chairman – HOME Place Farms, Inc.
Thomas R. Stanton – ADTRAN, Inc.

EDPA Board of Directors

Partners

EDPAF Board of Directors

Although it provided more challenges than usual, 2020 will go down as a successful year. And it couldn’t have happened 
without a great, committed team, partners, and stakeholders who view every Launchpad win as a win for Alabama.




